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The creativity of micro-use in public space

Elisa Avellini *

Keywords: public space; use; micro-use; immaterial; design process

The study of public space, as all architecture and urban design processes in general, usually 

leads to an analysis that requires precise categorizations. In order to be able to proceed towards a 

proposal for a change, designers need to produce clear and synthetic representations of the existing 

condition of a site. Carmona (2010) addresses six dimensions that urban designers should look 

at, to approach the study of the built environment: the morphological; the social; the visual; the 

functional; the temporal. However, he clarifies that they are deeply interconnected and that they 

cannot be seen as singular aspects of urban design. On the contrary, they define all together the 

field for urban design to work on (ibid.).

Such dimensions, through which public space can be unravelled, tend to put material (and 

therefore visible) aspects of space first, leaving to consider immaterial aspects as not as relevant 

as the first ones. Architecture and urban design require tools to physically act in the city: the 

immaterial, the cultural side is left to social science. This paper will not argue a need for a radical 

multi-disciplinary approach from architects’ and urban designers’ point of view, but rather the 

necessity of acknowledging how the material and the immaterial are intertwined. Design processes 

should generate flexibility when looking at the effects and mutual relations between these two 

aspects, which if separated or categorized, might produce an understatement of public space 

complexity.

Trying to understand how such a complexity can be included into design processes without 

over-simplifying and reducing it, this paper will focus on the concept of use in architecture and 

urban design. Through a micro/local scale point of view towards the study of space, the creative 

processes originating from users’ experience will be pointed out. In fact, it will be underlined that 

the ways space is used unveils how the effects of immateriality are made material, visible, and vice 

versa. 

Can the creative city centre its attention on the micro-dynamics of usage of space, bringing 

to light the creative process that lay underneath? In order to do so, the concept of use in architecture 

and urban design will be briefly explored, to open a discussion on how disciplines regarding the built 

environment can include immateriality in their discourse.

Focusing on a case study, the Tiber riverbanks in the central part of the city of Rome, the 

possibility of an immaterial use of space will be discussed, as a further category to consider when 

looking at how people use space. Can the study of use be related to observable activities (Gehl 

2011) only? The paper explores how use can refer not only to materiality through anthropologist 

Setha Low’s concept of embodied space (Low 2011, 2014, 2017). Regardless of location, using ideas, 
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experiences and memories to take part in the way people act in urban space, embodied space 

shapes our actions. Linking immaterial use to embodiment, it could be questioned the necessity of 

bodily presence to acknowledge the happening of some use, as in the case of the Tiber.

The way a space is used reflects the effects of immateriality on the visible, the material. 

Relationships, memories, ideas of a multiplicity of spaces, being experienced in first person or even 

just through media, make a difference in how people approach, and creatively use, space.

Use

The analysis of space in use is one of those tasks any architect or urban designer has to 

undertake when looking at public space. Apart from studying the physical features of a space and 

the functions of the surrounding spaces and buildings, methods would generally include a minimum 

of onsite observation to look at how people behave in public space. Do they sit in specific spots? 

Do they tend to stand? And where? Are there preferred routes within the space? This would help 

recognize existing patterns of use to be taken in consideration by designers.

This approach can be linked to the work of Danish architect Jan Gehl. Denying any sort of 

functionalistic approach, Gehl started thinking about cities from a completely different point of 

view: looking first at how people use urban space rather than focusing only on the architectural 

object (Gehl 2011). His intention has always been to invert the direction of mainstream design 

processes: First life, then space and only at the end buildings (Gehl 2013), therefore focusing on the 

use of public space. In his book Life between buildings, he writes «the physical framework itself can 

be designed so that the desired contact forms are impeded or even made impossible. Architecture 

literally can stand in the way of desired activity patterns» (Gehl 2011: 54).

He goes on by categorizing outdoor activities in relation to their degree of necessity and 

to how they are affected by the presence of other people and by the physical features of the 

built environment. In particular, he identifies three main categories: necessary activities, optional 

activities, and social activities (ibid.). Such activities are related to observable uses of public space, 

like for example walking, standing, sitting, talking, watching.

Also Whyte (2001) addressed this study from a similar perspective. Through a methodology 

mainly based on observation, he identified five key elements to consider when aiming for a better 

use of public space: type of sitting space, nearness to the street, sun, presence of water, green/

trees, food (ibid.). Moreover, he underlined the importance of a further factor: triangulation or the 

characteristic of a space to gather people together (ibid.). Gehl describes this phenomenon making 

this example: «the interrelationship between street performers and audience. Spectators A and B 

exchange smiles or begin to talk while enjoying the skills and talents of the street entertainer, C. A 

triangle is formed, and a tiny but very enjoyable process has begun to develop» (Gehl 2011: 169).

How to define use though? Jonathan Hill writes «within the term use I include the full range 

of ways in which buildings and cities are experienced, such as habit, distraction and appropriation» 

(2003: 2). Hill goes on debating the concept of use questioning the existence of an immaterial side 

together with a material one, (Hill 2006) stating that «the user decides whether architecture is 

immaterial. But the architect [...] creates material conditions in which that decision can be made» 
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(ibid.: 3). Hill challenges the reader to rethink what are the possible ways people can experience cities. 

Can this be left only to a range of activities (Gehl 2011) recognisable through visual observation? Or 

does using a space include a much wider range of actions that are not necessarily related to either 

doing an activity in that space or even physically being there at a specific time? 

In other words, can the concept of action, closely interrelated with use, suggest an action in 

space that does not produce a physical outcome (like walking or talking)?

Drawing from Kevin Lynch (1962) and Jane Jacobs (1961) among others, Tonkiss (2013) 

moves towards a study of public space that does not examine the materiality of space alone. She 

underlines the importance of integration and diversity in urban form, so to aim at «heterogeneity 

in terms of users and uses» (ibid.: 54). According to the author, diversity can be interpreted through 

Lefebvre’s (2003) idea of the encounter: this diversity is not given exclusively by a variety of uses and 

therefore activity, but is intended also as social and cultural diversity (Tonkiss 2013).

Yet, these theories might lead to an excessively uniform of what users do in space, sometimes 

looking at ways to predict their actions and, consequently, underestimating the individuality of 

their experience, as Forty (2000) underlines. A deeper understanding of what users actually do and 

the meanings behind their material actions can then be a starting point to better value how the 

forms of the immaterial become visible in public space. Within these forms, a different modality of 

conceiving creativity could be found; one that pays attention at how the immaterial is re-elaborated 

and can become visible in public space.

micro-use

Both Gehl (2011, 2013) and Carmona (2010) underline the importance of life in space, as 

the array of possibilities for interaction in space. Studying space in use links primarily to the act of 

observing and locating activities, aiming to a categorisation. This can be argued to be a material 

use of space, that alone might tend to a hierarchical observation of life: Carmona adds «getting the 

shape and structure of urban morphology right in the first place is thus crucial if the spaces created 

are to be robust and adaptable, and able to cope with both movement and activity» (2010: 110).

The methodology Gehl has developed during almost 50 years of research and practice is a 

mixture between a quantitative and qualitative one, starting from defining three different types of 

activities people do in relations to the quality of the urban space: «necessary, optional and social 

activities» (Gehl 2011: 11). If the necessary activities (like going to work, for example) are not very 

much influenced by urban space features, both optional and, even more, social activities are linked 

to the physicality of urban space and to the possible interaction with other people (Gehl 2011), 

that the author also links to the concept of triangulation from Whilliam H. Whyte’s (1980) work. 

Given this first definition, Gehl moves on trying to explore possible design inputs able to guarantee 

a better condition for social activities to happen.

How to add an additional layer of use to this framework? Is it possible to consider the 

concept of embodied space (Low 2011, 2014, 2017) as part of an immaterial use?

The concept of embodied space (Low 2011, 2014) is described as «the location where 

human experience and consciousness take on material and spatial form» (Low 2011: 467). This 
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creates a shift, changing the object of research from space itself to embodied space: «the actor as 

a mobile spatial field, a spatio-temporal unit, with feelings, thoughts, preferences, and intentions 

as well as out-of-awareness cultural beliefs and practices, creates space as a potentiality for social 

relations, giving it meaning and form, and ultimately through the patterning of everyday movements, 

produces place and landscape» (ibid.: 468).

Thus, local and global scales interrelate and intertwine, just as the idea of place attachment 

(Altman and Low 1992), where physical space is not necessarily considered the final aim of 

attachment, but rather a mean that incorporates our experiences, with no distinctions between the 

individual and the group (ibid.).

It can then be argued that use does not exclusively refer to materiality, and that, on the 

contrary, it could also refer to other ways of using space. Low explains that «the body (bodies), 

conceptualized as embodied space(s), incorporates metaphors, ideology, and language, as well as 

behaviors, habits, skills, and spatial orientation derived from global discourses and faraway places 

[...] and yet is grounded at any one moment in an urban location» (Low 2011: 464). The way in 

which this concept is aimed to be used here, is to question the necessity of bodily presence to 

acknowledge the happening of some use. Immaterial use has then to do with embodiment, that 

shapes use at different times and in different spaces, determining multiple modalities of use itself. 

A last clarification has to be made in terms of this duality: this does not have to be intended as 

an attempt to categorise a difference, on the contrary it aims to suggest an implied conjunction 

between immaterial and material use. 

The concept of embodied space allows to search for the creative side through which the 

immaterial is at work in shaping our experience of space. Shifting the attention on the micro-scale 

of events, it would be possible to understand those invisible processes that could be essential to 

comprehend the visible dynamics of space. It would be possible to analyse the reasons behind 

a certain material outcome regarding both visible and invisible matters; as «in order to conceive 

the immaterial, one must always try to understand it in material terms» (Buchli 2010: 185). The 

creativity is then recognizable in the continuous elaboration of the material and the immaterial 

in space. The creative city would then be about a re-evaluation of a much more detailed scale of 

observation that has to synchronically work with the broader scale of the city. The study of space 

in use cannot then limit itself to a macro observation of space: a study of micro-use could help 

understand the interrelations between materiality and immateriality instead.

With the aid of a case study, the paper will try to clear this idea, in order to then draw some 

conclusions about the relevance of the concept of micro-use and its creative side.

Case study

21st April 2016. The opening of the artwork Triumphs and Laments by contemporary artist 

William Kentridge is approaching. The event is part of a wider project, led by Rome based non-profit 

organization Tevereterno, whose aim is to reactivate1 the Tiber, the river of Rome. Also, the mural 

(situated on the flood-protection walls between Ponte Sisto and Ponte Mazzini) signs the birth of a 

new square at the level of the river: Piazza Tevere.
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  1. The banks of the Tiber between Ponte Mazzini and Ponte Sisto (in the background). On the right, a part of the artwork 

by William Kentridge, inaugurated a year ago. Photo taken by the author, August 2016.

Since the construction of its 10 metres high flood-protection walls along the river section 

running through the city centre, a physical and practical distance between the city and the river 

started to develop (D’Onofrio 1970, Ravaglioli 1982). The inauguration of Kentridge’s artwork aimed 

to mark a transition for this part of the river, leading to a formalized state of public space for the 

whole city. The initiative wants to provide the river with new uses, as a need to reactivate and fill a 

void as far as activities are concerned: a claim for a material use of the river. A year has now passed 

since the opening of this ephemeral piece, which has already started to slowly disappear from the 

walls, creating a peculiar setting for initiatives to take place2.

The immaterial is one of the cores of Kentridge’s work and its link to the materiality of 

place is clear as well. The immateriality of this action is bonded with the aim of gaining a more 

regular material use of the river, and in particular of the new square. However, the scale of this 

project is somehow directed towards a macro-scale, both in terms of immateriality and materiality. 

The immaterial action is, in this case, well visible too and it directly engages with the aim of the 

organization to reactivate the river. Creativity has of course a major role in this operation: however, 

it is a creativity intended in a more conventional way, having to do with artistic expression.

Immateriality, though, can also be investigated at the city micro-scales, so to aim at a deeper 

awareness of space, also in terms of its material functioning. Micro-use could be analysed as a 

further way to understand the dynamics between space materiality and immateriality, inseparable 

aspects of the urban environment. 
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A space so profoundly characterised by material elements, like the riverbanks and the 

consequent 10 metres high flood-protection wall, can be explored by looking at the nature of its 

intertwined relations with the immaterial. By doing so, creativity is conceived as a product of this 

interrelation, getting to new and ever-changing meanings of the material, that change as a function 

of the immaterial. Going back to the concept of use, its creative side cannot then be reduced to its 

material outcomes, but rather it has to be investigated in much smaller and invisible matters.

Thus, the river becomes a space for an even wider range of interactions: using that space 

opens up to actions like remembering instead of only walking, or sensory experiencing space instead 

of only watching. Materiality, within the very concept of use, could then become only one of the 

variables, rather than a necessary characteristic, gaining a different meaning if centred on micro-

uses of space and its creative modalities of expressions. As for the latter, it will then be possible, 

for instance, to recognize the creative act of memory in relation to space material and immaterial 

conditions.

In order to identify such aspects, new conceptual and analytical tools need to be taken 

into consideration by architecture and urban design. As previously analysed, the idea of embodied 

space (Low 2011, 2014, 2017) can be a starting point to look at an immaterial side together with 

a material one. This would allow to better study the experience of space, and its immateriality, 

together with the material forms of space, considering people who use space not only in terms of 

their observable behaviour, but also in terms of their creative contributions to shape the materiality 

and immateriality of space with their experiences.

Conclusions

What this paper has tried to discuss is only a starting point for a different approach towards 

public space and its design processes. The importance of the immaterial in the creativity that can 

derive from public space and its use has been underlined through a review of the literature. The 

concept of use as conceived in architecture and urban design has been explored, stressing the 

focus of these studies on material and observable aspects of space. The paper then has carried on 

discussing possible ways of expanding the concept of use, in relation to the immateriality of space 

and the creativity that can derive at a micro-scale from the re-evaluation of both the material and 

the immaterial together. Embodied space, decentring the object of research away from the material 

alone, can allow a deeper understanding of how people creatively use space.

There has not been the intention to propose or identify a proper operational tool for architects 

and urban design to employ. How could architecture and urban design deal with such complex and 

intertwined relationships regarding use without the risk of creating too limiting categories? In fact, 

it is argued that trying to design a tool to investigate material together with immaterial aspects 

of space could fall once again in too tight categorisations or hierarchies. The exploration of the 

material and the immaterial in public space does not need to be linked to a particular dimension, 

nor a pre-organised set of analysis to perform onsite. It is the looseness of boundaries within these 

explorations that allows to bring to the surface such a micro-level of interrelations. Therefore, the 

essay rises the need for a less categorizing way of tackling actions in the built environment, as they 

might not be recognisable from a mere observational study.
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The immaterial needs to be valued by designers just as much as the material. To know the 

dynamics of a space, to be aware of how a certain space works, designers need to expand on their 

objects of analysis. Moreover, to be able to find where the creativity lays within public space, it is 

necessary to acknowledge not only the relevance of the immaterial, but also its creativity side when 

comprehended at a micro-scale. By doing so, immateriality, disclosing its tangible aspects, could 

be employed into a design process. Only then it will be able to produce a similar effect to the one 

materiality has on design disciplines, positively limiting and framing the boundaries of a project. 

By exploring the multiple modes through which immateriality is related to the use of space, the 

creative city can bring to the surface the micro-uses incorporated in the everyday, micro/local and 

apparently invisible scale of the built environment. This creative side can be conceived as a tangible 

and fundamental variable to consider by architecture and urban design.
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Note
1 from Tevereterno website: www.tevereterno.it.
2 Tevereterno has been organizing several events to animate Piazza Tevere and to communicate the meaning 
of Kentridge’s artwork.
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